Wildbad Burgbernheim History
around 800

healing-springs, even known bevore the time of Charlmagne.

1128

Emporer Lothar the 2. brings healingwater to Nuremberg and used it
with great success.

1318

Bishop Gottfried of Hohenlohe built the first House and lets
Sources fasten and expand.

1347

Emperor Charles the 4th used the healing waters for his recovery.
As gratitude, he makes Wildbath a „corporal place”.

1485

Albrecht Markgraf enjoys for 2 years the healing water of Wildbath
most sensitive and reaffirmed the „liberation of the wild-bath“

1487

Establishment of a large guest house with 30 rooms and a
bathhouse
again listed a building „same as 100 years ago „because at that
time” got a lot of guests.
(Presumably commercial Building)

1587

1618-1648

in the 30 years war many wildbath-buildings were destroyed

1655-1712

Margrave Christian Ernst renovate the buildings and interieur again and
fix the new springs.

1714
1717 - 1723

Margrave Georg Wilhelm creates avenues and built another
guesthouse (billard-building).
Heyday of the Wildbath

1717

Queen v. Poland and elector of Saxony, Christiane

1717

Eberhardine and Princess Sophie Wilhelmine Christiane being
with a large entourage in Wildbad for a cure.
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1718

Prince Theodore of Sulzbach with his wife, guest in the bath
Elector Lothar Franz, bishop of Mainz and Bamberg can bring
wildbath-healingwater to Pommersfelden and used it quite desirable.

1723

Margrave Georg Friedrich Karl lives with many Cavaliers in the wildbath,
repairs the buildings and  built more comfortable bathing establishments

1789-1790

Margarve Christian Friedrich Carl built the castle above the wildbath

1814

Muncipality Burgbernheim buys from the state of this castle

1864

Construction of the bath house with 18 rooms

1878

his royal highness Prince Arnulph bored in the bath.

1945

Americans win in 1945 the wildbath in the fight wiht mountain troops.
Barn of Wildbath burned.

1946-1948
1950
1950-1951

Wildbath of „displaced persons” occupied.
Foundation of the Purpose Association Kneippbad Wildbad Burgbernheim
Restauration an reconstruction of the Wild- to a Kneipp-bath.
The Wildbath gained a reputation as a Kneipp bath again.

1968

termination of the health resort

1980

Wildbath changing possession from the city in privat hands.
It ist now run as a hotel an forest inn.

